
1. API Application programming interface: A

specification that allows software applications

to communicate with one another. An API allows

client programs to access facilities within an

application

2. Controlled

Vocabulary

Used in order to avoid or minimize the

inconsistencies caused by the use of different

but synonymous descriptions, descriptors other

than proper nouns must be chosen from a

closed list (i.e. Facebook feelings, Netflix

categories)

3. Creative

Commons

An American non-profit organization and

international network devoted to educational

access and expanding the range of creative

works available for others to build upon legally

and to share

4. csv file Comma Separated Values: a file type which

allows data to be saved in a table structured

format. The extension for this file is .csv; they

traditionally take the form of a text file

containing information separated by commas,

but may be manipulated by programs like excel

and open refine

5. Data

Mining

A process of discovering patterns in large data

sets involving methods at the intersection of

machine learning, statistics, and database

systems

6. Dublin

Core

A standard set of vocabulary terms used to

describe a wide range of resources. This set of

elements comprises a basic, standardized,

shared system of metadata widely used by

libraries, governments, international

organizations, and businesses (c.f. metadata)

7. edge Layer of interpretation not intrinsic in the objects

themselves, go between types but not among

them, a connection between two nodes -

represents a relationship

8. JavaScript A programming language resembling C++.

Typically, JavaScript programs are inserted into

the HTML of a Web page and executed by a

browser. JavaScript provides dynamic content,

changing the look of a page or responding to

user-initiated events such as a mouse click

9. jpeg A commonly used method of lossy compression

for digital images, particularly for those images

produced by digital photography. The degree of

compression can be adjusted, allowing a

selectable tradeoff between storage size and

image quality

10. Lemmatization The process of grouping together the

inflected forms of a word so they can be

analyzed as a single item, identified by the

word's lemma, or dictionary form

11. MARC Machine-Reading Cataloging: An

international set of standards for the

representation and communication of

bibliographic information in machine-

readable form. Developed by the Library of

Congress in the 1960s, MARC standards

constitute the foundation of most library

cataloging systems in use today. For another

set of standards (c.f. Dublin Core)

12. Markup

Language

A computer language that uses tags to

define elements within a document. It is

human-readable, meaning markup files

contain standard words, rather than typical

programming syntax. While several markup

languages exist, the two most popular are

HTML and XML

13. Metadata Data describing other data. Metadata

provide information about one or more

aspects of data, such as type, date, creator,

location, and so on. Most often encountered

in library and archival contexts, metadata

facilitate the organization, discovery, and

use of a wide range of resources

14. Natural

Language

Processing

(NLP)

A subfield of linguistics, computer science,

and artificial intelligence concerned with the

interactions between computers and human

language, in particular how to program

computers to process and analyze large

amounts of natural language data

15. Node Have attributes, concrete, type of

categorization - one of a list of stuff

16. Optical

Character

Recognition

(OCR)

The use of computer technologies to

convert scanned images of typewritten,

printed, or handwritten text into machine-

readable text. This conversion allows for the

computerization of material texts into

formats for digital storage, search, and

display

17. Part of

Speech (POS)

Tagging

POS tagging - also called grammatical

tagging - is the process of marking up a

word in a text (corpus) as corresponding to

a particular part of speech, based on both

its definition and its context
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18. png Portable Network Graphics is a raster-

graphics file format that supports lossless

data compression. PNG was developed as an

improved, non-patented replacement for

Graphics Interchange Format

19. Python A general-purpose programming language

emphasizing readability and easy debugging.

Python has found wide use in a variety of Web

applications. For further information, as well

as tutorials designed for different levels of

knowledge

20. R A programming language and free software

environment for statistical computing and

graphics supported by the R Foundation for

Statistical Computing. The R language is

widely used among statisticians and data

miners for developing statistical software and

data analysis

21. RegEX

(Regular

Expression)

A sequence of characters that define a search

pattern. Usually such patterns are used by

string-searching algorithms for "find" or "find

and replace" operations on strings, or for input

validation. It is a technique developed in

theoretical computer science and formal

language theory

22. Relational

Database

Every kind of thing gets its own table, each

table has one theme, drop-down menus to

specify, breaks up data into multiple tables

and puts them together, separate tables with

consistent language, SQL (structured query

language), uses related tables to separate

information by type, easier to manage

content, explore relationships between two

types of information

23. Text

Encoding

Initiative

(TEI)

A consortium that collectively develops and

maintains standards for the representation of

texts in digital form. In practice, the

organization is chiefly concerned with

producing and maintaining the TEl Guidelines

for encoding texts in the humanities, social

sciences, and linguistics. The TEl Guidelines,

unlike other formats for preserving text, are a

primarily semantic system; textual units are

encoded according to what they are rather

than how they appear

24. Tokenization The process of turning a meaningful piece of

data, such as an account number, into a

random string of characters called a token

that has no meaningful value if breached.

Tokens serve as reference to the original data,

but cannot be used to guess those values

25. Topic

Modeling

An unsupervised machine learning technique

that's capable of scanning a set of documents,

detecting word and phrase patterns within them,

and automatically clustering word groups and

similar expressions that best characterize a set of

documents

26. Web

Scraping

Web scraping, web harvesting, or web data

extraction is data scraping used for extracting

data from websites. Web scraping software may

access the World Wide Web directly using the

Hypertext Transfer Protocol, or through a web

browser


